
Community Issues Programming for January 1 - March 31, 2018

WCLH has identified the following issues as significant issues facing our community his quarter. 
Following each issue is a list of programs aired addressing that issue.

Issue: Gun Control: Recent Mass shootings have some calling for stricter gun control.

Democracy Now! "When Will This Stop?" In Parkland, Florida, 17 people died Wednesday in one of 
the deadliest school shootings in U.S. history. The massacre at the Stoneman Douglas High School was 
the 18th school shooting this year, according to Everytown for Gun Safety. This means there has been a
school shooting on average every 60 hours so far this year. Police have identified the gunman as a 19-
year-old former pupil named Nikolas Cruz. He was carrying an AR-15 with multiple magazines of 
ammunition. In addition to the 17 dead, 15 people were injured. We speak to Geraldine Thompson, a 

former Florida Democratic state senator. She represented the Orlando district where the 2016 Pulse 
nightclub massacre took place. Airdate 15 February 2018, 8:15 AM Length 19 minutes.

Democracy Now! "Republican Lawmakers Refuse to Adopt Gun Control Despite 200 School Shootings
Since Sandy Hook". Since the Sandy Hook Elementary School massacre in Newtown, Connecticut, in 
2012, there have been 200 school shootings. But on Capitol Hill and in many state legislatures, 
Republican lawmakers have blocked efforts to enact gun control. Wednesday’s shooting in Florida 
comes just days after President Trump released his budget, which proposes cutting millions of dollars 
from the National Instant Criminal Background Check System. We speak to Josh Horwitz, executive 
director of the Coalition to Stop Gun Violence. He is the co-author of “Guns, Democracy, and the 
Insurrectionist Idea.” Airdate 15 February 2018, 8:34 AM Length 14 minutes.

Democracy Now! "Trump Blames Mental Illness for Parkland Shooting, Ignores Easy Gun Access & 
Loose Background Checks". Early Thursday morning, President Trump tweeted, “So many signs that 
the Florida shooter was mentally disturbed, even expelled from school for bad and erratic behavior. 
Neighbors and classmates knew he was a big problem. Must always report such instances to 
authorities, again and again!” Mental health advocates are warning President Trump’s comments 
perpetuate stigma against people with mental illness, who are more likely to be the victims than the 
perpetrators of violence. We speak with Lindsay Nichols, the federal policy director for Giffords Law 
Center to Prevent Gun Violence, and Vanderbilt University psychiatry professor Jonathan Metzl, lead 
author of a Vanderbilt study entitled “Mental Illness, Mass Shootings, and the Politics of American 
Firearms,” which found that fewer than 5 percent of fatal shootings in the United States are committed 
by people diagnosed with mental illness. Metzl also wrote a recent Politico piece titled “I’m a 
Psychiatrist. Making Gun Violence About Mental Health Is a Crazy Idea.” Airdate 16 February 2018, 
8:12 AM Length 24 minutes.

Democracy Now! "White Supremacy, Patriarchy and Guns: FL Shooter Had Record of Death Threats, 
Violence Against Women". More evidence has emerged showing that the gunman, a 19-year-old former
student named Nikolas Cruz, shared a common trait with many other men who have carried out mass 
shootings: He had a record of abusing and threatening women. On Thursday, a white nationalist hate 
group called the Republic of Florida Militia also claimed the gunman was a member who had trained 
with the militia, but the group’s leader later walked back the claim. Former classmates of Cruz did 
describe him as politically extreme and espousing racist beliefs. For more, we speak with George 
Ciccariello-Maher, a visiting scholar at the Hemispheric Institute at New York University and the 
author of “Decolonizing Dialectics,” and Trevor Aaronson, executive director and co-founder of the 



Florida Center for Investigative Reporting and a contributing writer to The Intercept. Airdate 16 
February 2018, 8:36 AM Length 18 minutes.

Democracy Now!  "Emma González’s Speech Demanding Gun Control". At a rally on Saturday, 
survivors of the school shooting demanded politicians stop accepting money from the National Rifle 
Association. The full speech of Emma González, a senior at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School 
was broadcast. Airdate 19 February 2018 8:11 AM Length 16 minutes.

Democracy Now! "The Time to Act is Now". The day began with students across the United States—
from Minnesota to Colorado to Arizona—walking out of class to demand stricter gun laws. Meanwhile,
survivors of the shooting descended on the Florida state Capitol in Tallahassee to demand lawmakers 
pass legislation addressing gun violence before the legislative session ends. In the afternoon, President 
Trump—along with Vice President Mike Pence and Education Secretary Betsy DeVos—hosted a 
listening session with survivors of recent shootings, including students at Marjory Stoneman Douglas 
High School. Wednesday evening, survivors of the massacre at Stoneman Douglas High School sparred
with politicians during a town hall hosted by CNN. Airdate 22 February 2018, 8:15 AM Length 10 
minutes.

Democracy Now! "As Students Demand Gun Control, Arms Manufacturers Continue Targeting 'Next 
Generation of Shooters'". In Parkland, Florida, students returned to Marjory Stoneman Douglas High 
School on Sunday afternoon for the first time inside their school since February 14, when a 19-year-old
former student named Nikolas Cruz walked into the school and opened fire with an AR-15 
semiautomatic rifle, killing 17 people. This comes as lawmakers return to Capitol Hill today after a 
one-week vacation. Congress is facing massive pressure to pass gun control measures amid the rise of 
an unprecedented youth movement, led by Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School students who 
survived the mass shooting. President Trump has reiterated his calls to arm teachers with concealed 
weapons. For more, we speak with The Intercept’s investigative reporter Lee Fang, whose recent piece 
is entitled “Even as a Student Movement Rises, Gun Manufacturers Are Targeting Young People.” 
Airdate 26 February 2018 8:12 AM Length 10 minutes.

Democracy Now! "A Message to Trump: Fund Background Checks and Public Health Research on 
Guns—Don’t Arm Teachers" Two weeks after the school shooting in Parkland, Florida, left 17 people 
dead, President Trump appears to have broken with the NRA and his Republican colleagues. At a 
televised White House meeting with lawmakers on Wednesday, Trump urged Republican and 
Democratic lawmakers to pass comprehensive gun control measures. At one point he accused 
Republican Senator Pat Toomey of being “afraid of the NRA.” After the meeting, NRA spokesperson 
Jennifer Baker said, “While today’s meeting made for great TV, the gun control proposals discussed 
would make for bad policy that would not keep our children safe. Instead of punishing law-abiding gun
owners for the acts of a deranged lunatic, our leaders should pass meaningful reforms that would 
actually prevent future tragedies.” Joining us in Washington is Randi Weingarten, president of the 
American Federation of Teachers. She wrote an open letter to Trump on Wednesday explaining her 
opposition to his push to arm teachers. Also in Washington is Kris Brown, co-president at the Brady 
Campaign to Prevent Gun Violence. And here in New York is Andy Pelosi, executive director of the 
Campaign to Keep Guns Off Campus. Airdate 1 March 2018, 8:15 AM Length 32 minutes.

Democracy Now! "Enough" Excerpts from marches in New York are broadcast and and  Luna Baez and
Citlali Mares, two students in Denver, Colorado, who helped organize their school’s walkout for gun 
reform Wednesday are interviewed.  Airdate 15 March 2018, 8:14 AM Length 13 minutes.



Democracy Now! "Voices from Mass Shooting Generation".  Most of the  hour. is devoted to the 
coverage of gun control demonstrations across the country.  Airdate 26 March 2018, 8:13 AM Length 
45 minutes.

Issue:  Fairness and Accuracy in Reporting: Our community is concerned about media bias and 
censorship.

CounterSpin "Julio Lopez Varona on Puerto Rico’s Predators" This week on CounterSpin: Though it’s 
largely slipped from the front page,  more than a third of Puerto Rico remains without electricity, tens 
of thousands of people have been forced to leave, struggling schools and hospitals are still in the 
crosshairs of targeted “austerity” programs, and workers are facing cuts to their pensions and their jobs,
even as they try to dig themselves out from under the effects of hurricanes Irma and Maria.

Meanwhile, the New York Times describes the banks and hedge funds that are preying on the situation
—scooping up the homes of people unable to pay mortgage, for example—as “bargain hunters.” 
Different people have very different visions of the way forward for Puerto Rico—depending, to put it 
simply, on whether you think servicing debt matters more than human beings. It is, as a report from the 
activist group Hedge Clippers describes it, a story of “pain and profit”—and an important cautionary 
tale with meaning far beyond the island.

Julio Lopez Varona works with Hedge Clippers; he’s also the founding organizer with Make the Road 
Connecticut. We’ll talk with Julio Lopez Varona about those seeking profit in Puerto Rico’s pain, and 
how we can change that story.  Airdate 6 January 2018 8:30 AM Length 29 minutes.

CounterSpin "Art Way on Pot Recriminalization" Marijuana is in a strange place these days—legal for 
recreational use in an increasing number of states, most recently California, and for medical use in 
many more—yet still illegal under federal law. It may sound like an issue that will shake itself out in 
time, but Attorney General Jeff Sessions hates marijuana, and looks set to use its legally uncertain 
status to link it back into the widely discredited “war on drugs” that has particularly devastated 
communities of color, while doing nothing to improve public health. We’ll talk about Sessions’ latest 
moves on pot with Art Way, senior director for national criminal justice reform strategy at the Drug 
Policy Alliance, and state director for DPA’s Colorado office. Airdate 13 January 2018, 8:45 AM 
Length 14 minutes.

CounterSpin "Jake Johnston on Haiti Reporting, Pardiss Kebriaei on Guantanamo Challenge."Whether 
it’s Haitians or Muslims or Mexicans, Donald Trump’s actions seem clearly driven by hatred, and 
whatever cocktail of ignorance and fear undergirds it. Media’s job goes beyond identifying this animus,
to countering the damage it inflicts with thoughtful, humane reporting. Jake Johnston is a research 
associate at the Center for Economic and Policy Research and lead author for CEPR’s Haiti: Relief and 
Reconstruction Watch blog. His latest, an account of a UN-connected “anti-gang raid” in Port-au-
Prince that ended in the death of civilians, is just one example of the present-day news we need to hear 
to get Haiti coverage beyond tales of hardship and handwringing. Jake Johnston joins us to talk about 
that.
Participants in a rally to close the military prison at Guantánamo Bay, now entering its 17th year of 
operation, included family members of people killed in the September 11, 2001, attacks, along with 
torture survivors and human rights activists. All called for an end, finally, to the monument to illegality 
and cruelty that Guantánamo represents, and where 41 Muslim men remain indefinitely. Pardiss 
Kebriaei is senior staff attorney at the Center for Constitutional Rights. She’ll tell us about the new 
legal challenge to the prison. Airdate 20 January 2018 8:30 AM Length 29 minutes.



CounterSpin "Jessica Mason Pieklo on Abortion Access, Cindy Cohn on FISA Reauthorization"As 
Congressional Republicans used budget negotiations to try and force through their anti-immigrant 
agenda, hundreds of thousands of women took to the streets in a show of resistance to the Trump 
administration. Protesters highlighted a range of threats to women’s human rights and well-being; 
central among those is the assault on abortion access. As we mark the 45th anniversary of the landmark
Supreme Court ruling Roe v. Wade, we’ll hear about the state of the fight from Jessica Mason Pieklo, 
vice president of law and the courts at Rewire.

The National Security Agency has altered its mission statement. According to a report in The Intercept, 
where the NSA website used to show “honesty” as the first of four “core values,” that’s been replaced 
of late by “commitment to service,” defined as “excellence in the pursuit of our critical mission.” Also 
out are references to “trust,” “honor” and “openness.” While we muster what’s left of our capacity to 
appreciate irony, the NSA’s spin is shaping our lives. Look no further than the recent reauthorization for
the agency’s warrantless surveillance program. We’ll catch up on that fight from Cindy Cohn, 
executive director of Electronic Frontier Foundation. Airdate 27 January 2018 8:30 AM Length 29 
minutes.

CounterSpin "Raul Garcia on Trump Infrastructure Plan, Robert Parry on ‘Why We Write'" When 
Donald Trump became president, there were a few who suggested that it’s an ill wind that blows 
nobody any good, and perhaps infrastructure might be area where Trump’s…qualities…would be put to
less-than-nefarious use. Even that halfhearted hope was misplaced, of course, and it should now 
surprise no one that Trump’s plans—promoted in his State of the Union—have more to do with private 
riches than with public works. Raul Garcia is senior legislative counsel at Earthjustice; he’ll join us to 
talk about that.

Independent journalist Robert Parry passed away January 27, aged 68. No doubt many reporters would 
like to have done the work Parry did: first reporter to reveal Oliver North’s operation in the White 
House basement, co-author of the first report on Contra drug-smuggling. Far fewer are willing to face 
the costs that actual independence incurs. A deep believer in journalism, Parry found corporate media 
uncongenial for truly speaking truth to power, and he left it, and its status and access, to build the 
independent outlet, Consortium News. CounterSpin spoke with Robert Parry many times; we’re going 
to hear an especially cogent conversation he had with CounterSpin‘s Steve Rendall in 2007. Airdate 3 
February 2018 8:30 AM Length 29 minutes.

CounterSpin "Richard Wolff on Questioning Economic Fundamentals" Economic news is presented as 
facts and figures, but it’s also, maybe most importantly, a story, a narrative.  But whether it’s an article 
about companies using their tax cut savings to give workers bonuses or one about how few of them are 
actually doing that, corporate media’s economic reporting stays within a certain mindset, in which the 
propriety of a small set of corporate executives and shareholders deciding how they fancy divvying up 
the profits of the work of employees is a given. The current US economic system, despite exorbitant 
health care costs and the highest infant mortality rate in the developed world, despite entrenched and 
increasing inequality, despite an actually declining life expectancy, is understood to be functioning 
essentially as it should. With all eyes on the stock market, we’ll take a questioning look at some 
economic fundamentals with Richard Wolff, emeritus professor of economics at University of 
Massachusetts, Amherst, and visiting professor at The New School. He’s also founder of Democracy at 
Work and host of the weekly tv and radio program Economic Update. His most recent book is 
Capitalism’s Crisis Deepens: Essays on the Global Economic Meltdown. Airdate 9 February 2018 8:30 
AM Length 29 minutes.



CounterSpin "Christine Hong on North Korean Peace Threat, Lee Fang on Opioid Lobby" What do you
do with a press corps that pauses from raising alarms about North Korea’s warmongering to raise 
alarms about North Korea’s peacemongering? Signs of rapprochement between North and South Korea
at the Pyeongchang Olympics have led to media accounts warning Americans not to fall for peace-
offensive “propaganda.” But: we are in favor of lowering tensions on the Korean peninsula, right? 
Right? We’ll talk about the prospects for war, and for peace, with North Korea with Christine Hong, 
associate professor at the University of California, Santa Cruz and an executive board member of the 
Korea Policy Institute.

A Senate committee investigation has just concluded that advocacy groups that got money from 
pharmaceutical companies, like the makers of OxyContin, then promoted opioids like OxyContin as 
safe, lobbied to change laws aimed at curbing their abuse and sought to protect doctors charged with 
overprescribing them. Better late than never, but CounterSpin listeners were onto this story at least two 
years ago, when we spoke with reporter Lee Fang.  Airdate 17 February 2018, 8:30 AM Length 29 
minutes.

CounterSpin "Lee Drutman on Gun Control Politics, Pat Elder on School Militarization" “A ‘gun-free’ 
school is a magnet for bad people” is a real statement from the actual president, in response to a horrific
event in which a 19-year-old shot and killed 17 people at his former high school in Parkland, Florida. 
Which suggests that waiting for Trump to act to prevent gun violence should be no part of an effort to 
prevent gun violence. If Americans really want to stop being “the only country where this happens,” 
which keeps officially claiming there’s “no way to prevent” it, it will require not just deep examination 
of the multiple roots of mass violence of this sort, but also an approach to political processes that keeps 
its eye on the prize of real change. We’ll talk about possibilities of movement on the issue of gun 
control and about some of the other cultural aspects of this violence, whose examination has to be part 
of getting beyond this cycle of mass shootings and ‘thoughts and prayers’ and more mass shootings.
Lee Drutman is a senior fellow in the political reform program at New America and author of the book 
The Business of America Is Lobbying. He wrote “Why Parkland Could Be a Turning Point for Gun 
Control” for Vox.com (2/21/18).
Airdate 24 February 2018, 8:30 AM Length 29 minutes.

CounterSpin "Mary Bottari on Silencing Unions, Margaret Flowers on Undermining Single-Payer"
A 2017 Gallup poll found 61 percent of Americans approve of labor unions, despite the fact that just 11
percent of wage and salary workers are union members—and despite a decades-long, vehement, multi-
layered and deep-pocketed campaign to incapacitate unions, and really the ability of workers to 
organize in any way that truly builds power that could contest that of corporate interests. The ability of 
workers to build collective power is central in Janus v. AFSCME, a case currently before the Supreme 
Court. We’ll talk about how efforts to weaken workers’ voice masquerade as efforts to strengthen it, 
and how we can see through them, with Mary Bottari, deputy director of the Center for Media and 
Democracy.



Polls show that Americans support universal health coverage; a Harvard-Harris survey from 2017 
found 52 percent support for a single-payer system. Like support for unions, this support too has 
survived concerted, protracted and well-funded efforts to undermine it…the latest coming from the 
nominally liberal Center for American Progress, whose “Medicare Extra for All” proposal is being 
branded “a better single-payer” by the same corporate media that have declared actual single-payer 
dead in the water—public will be damned—for years. We’ll talk about that with Margaret Flowers, co-
director of Popular Resistance and coordinator of the national Health Over Profit for Everyone 
campaign.
Airdate 3 March 2018, 8:30 AM Length 29 minutes.

CounterSpin "Mike Elk on West Virginia School Workers Strike"  West Virginia teachers and school 
staffers, among the lowest paid in the country, won a 5 percent pay raise for all of the state’s public 
sector workers, after a nine-day walkout over pay and surging healthcare costs. Much coverage, of 
what there was, was sympathetic; though some reports stuck to corporate media’s old recipe, like the 
AP piece that said the deal “ended a paralyzing strike that shut students out of classrooms statewide, 
forced parents to scramble for child care and cast a national spotlight on government dysfunction in 
West Virginia.” Media will need to shake up their reporting on how workers fight, because it looks like 
West Virginia won’t be the end of this sort of action.
CounterSpin spoke with veteran labor reporter Mike Elk about the historic West Virginia walkout. He’s 
senior labor reporter and founder of Payday Report, the South’s first unionized digital co-op. He also 
writes for the Guardian
Airdate 10 March 2018, 8:30 AM Length 29 minutes.

CounterSpin "Orion Danjuma on Voter Suppression Trial, Maha Hilal on CIA Choice’s Torture Record"
Corporate media have moved beyond rhetorically balancing right-wing claims of voter fraud with 
documented evidence of voter suppression, but have they taken the next step—to acknowledging the 
voter fraud pretense as part of the voter suppression effort? The federal trial over voter fraud 
mouthpiece Kris Kobach’s effort to change registration laws in Kansas is a good test case. We talk 
about it with Orion Danjuma, staff attorney with the ACLU’s Racial Justice Program

“I don’t envy her trying to get through confirmation,” says a CIA lawyer quoted in the New York 
Times, talking about Gina Haspel, the agency’s current deputy director, now nominated by Trump for 
the top spot. The source, and to some extent the article, focused on the difficulties Haspel may face 
getting the job, as if her involvement in so-called “counterterrorism” programs that included torture 
were, above all, a potential career impediment. We get a different view from Maha Hilal, the Michael 
Ratner fellow at the Institute for Policy Studies and an organizer with Witness Against Torture.
Airdate 17 March 2018, 8:30 AM Length 29 minutes.

CounterSpin "Rahul Mahajan on Fallujah, Omar Farah on DHS’s ‘Race Paper’" Corporate media didn’t
make too much of the 15th anniversary of the US invasion of Iraq, and perhaps it’s just as well, as 
they’d’ve likely used the occasion to reinforce their favored idea: that the spectacularly devastating 
invasion was due preeminently to popularly shared miscalculations, on which they reported, rather than
a campaign of demonization and deceit in which they participated.
By early 2004, what media still presented as a US campaign to “win hearts and minds” in Iraq came up 
against reality hard in the city of Fallujah, where a military attack and siege killed hundreds of Iraqi 
civilians.  Reporting on this “First Battle” of Fallujah was a case study in the gap between corporate 
media’s picture of the war and what we were able to learn from independent reporters. In April 2004, 
CounterSpin spoke with journalist Rahul Mahajan, just returned from Fallujah. We’ll hear that 
interview again today.



Racial justice groups are suing the Department of Homeland Security to get access to something called 
the “Race Paper” that may provide clues to the surveillance of black activists. Why do we have to fight 
the state for protection for First Amendment activities? And why don’t corporate media care? We’ll 
hear from Omar Farah, staff attorney at the Center for Constitutional Rights.

Airdate 24 March 2018, 8:30 AM Length 29 minutes.

CounterSpin "Karen Hobert Flynn on Census & Citizenship, Jeff Cohen on Cable News Hawks"

The administration that has announced and acted on its intention to root out, harass and deport black 
and brown non-citizens wants to add the question “Are you a US citizen?” to the census. The list of 
problems with that is long. We’ll discuss some key ones with democracy reform activist Karen Hobert 
Flynn, president of Common Cause.

As the US government ramped up for war in the wake of September 11, 2001, TV screens were filled 
with what seemed a parade of generals. Military men became the sources of first resort, over and 
indeed against regional experts, historians and peace advocates. FAIR founder Jeff Cohen witnessed the
parade firsthand, working in cable news. We caught up with him recently to discuss his current case of 
deja vu. We talked about lessons unlearned with Jeff Cohen, associate professor of journalism and 
director of the Park Center for Independent Media at Ithaca College, and author of the book Cable 
News Confidential.

Airdate 31 March 2018 8:30 AM Length 29 minutes.


